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ABS3’RACT
‘1’lIc size-frequency distribution of rocks al the Viking lamiing sites and a variety of rocky
locations on the Earth that formed from a number of geologic proccsscs all have the general
shape of simple exponential curves, which have been combined with remote sensing data and
models on rock abundance to predict the frequency of boulders potentially hazmious to future
Mars Iandcrs and rovers. Rock data from the near field of the Viking landers where dimensions
can bc measured accurately in stereo images and estimates from the far ficlcl of Viking 1 have
convex up curved shapes on log-log graphs of cumulative frequency per scluarc meter or
cumulative fractional area versus diameter. The rock data show a sharp drop-off at large
diameters and a progressive approach to a p]atcau with decreasiiig diameter (approaching the
total rock coverage), which can be fit WC]] with simple exponential functions. Similar shaped
size-frequency distributions of rocks are found at a wide variety of rocky surfaces on the Earth
and can bc fit well with simp]c exponential functions. This distribution is compatible with
fracture and fragmentation theory, which provides a physical basis for its wide application. A
combined fit to rock area data at both Viking sites was made with a general exponential function,
in which the pre-exponential is the total area covered by rocks. Simple linear height versus
diameter relationships were also derived from height-diameter ratios at the Viking sites, which
suggest that rockier areas on Mars have higher standing rocks than less rocky areas. Height was
then substituted into the general exponential function derived for diameter, yielding the
cumulative fractional area of rocks versus height for any given total rock coverage on Mars.
Results indicate that most of Mars is rather benign with regard to hazards from landing on larg,c
rocks. For total rock covcragc of 8%, equivalent to modal rock coverage on Mars and the Viking
1 site without the outcrops, about 1 % of the surface is covcrcd by 20 cm or higher rocks. A
lander designed to accommodate landing on 0.5 m high boulders, such as the Mars Pathfinder
airbag system, could land on a surface covcrcd by about 20% rocks, similar to the Viking 2 site
(which is rockier than -95% of the planet), with -1% of the surface covcrcd by rocks of 0.5 m or
higher.
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lNTRODUCTlON
Predicting the size-frequency distribution of rocks at cliffcrcmt locations on Mars is
difficult owing to the limited data set (ground troth from only two small sites at the surface) and
yet is critical for dctemining potential hazards for future Mars landers. In this paper, the siY,efrequcncy distribution of rocks arc rcvicwcd at the two Viking landing sites with special
rcfcrcncc to larger rocks that could be hazardous to a lander. “1’he data are described in terms of
simple mathematical expressions which provide an approximate means of extrapolation to any
loca[ion on Mars from relationships bctwccn the rock frequency curves and remote sensing data.
‘1’hc extrapolations provide a ready mechanism for predicting the size frequency of rocks at any
location on Mars for which the total rock coverage is known, which can be used for calculating
the probability of a hazardous landing for any proposed landing system, The siz,c-frequency
distributions of rocks at a variety of rocky sites on the liarth are also presented and it is found
that there is considerable similarity to the distributions found on Mars. Results of this work
imply that Mars is actually a relatively benign environment with respect to hazards of landing on
large rocks for the Mars Pathfinder mission,

SIZE-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF ROCKS ON MARS
Background
Plots of the distribution of rocks versus diameter at the two Viking landing sites have
been used to suggest a power-law distribution [Binder et al., 1977; Moore et al., 1979], which
has been used historically in the analysis of crater and rock siz,c-frequency distributions on the
Moon [e.g., Shoemaker and Morris, 1969; } lutton, 1969; Moore ct al., 1969]. Moore and Keller
[ 1991] suggested that power-law functions could bc used to describe rock populations for
diameters greater than 0.1 m, in the absence of n~orc detailed data on rock populations on Mars.
As a result, the following relationships have been used by the engineering community to estimate
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{hc size-frcqumcy relation and fractional area covcrcd by rocks on Mars [e.g., Moore, 1988;
Moore and Jakosky, 1989; Moore and Keller, 1991].
N(D) = K 11”266

(1)

~~(r)) ~ c D-0”66

(2)

and

where N(l)) is the cumulative number of rocks pcr square meter with ciiamctcr greater than or
equal to a given diameter D (where D is in meters), Ii(II) is the cumulative fractional area
covcrcd by rocks of a given diameter or larger and C and K arc constants, which arc dcrivccl
from the cumulative number or area of rocks greater than or equal to 10 cm siz,c. ~Jor the Viking
2 site, K is 0.013 and C is 0.0408 [Moore and Jakosky, 1989]. Moore and Keller [1991] even
suggested that C could bc fit to the thermal inertia rock abundance estimates by Christensen
[1986] for any location on Mars.
asQf vikm~=
in general, the data on occurrence of various rock diamctcrx may bc plotted as histograms
of number of rocks at each site at each diameter (diameters are rivcrage of length and width,
measured to nearest cm) as shown in Figures 1 and 2 (data arc from Moore and Keller [ 1990,
1991 ] for over 400 rocks over areas of -84 n~2 from stereo measurements at the Viking sites,
without the large, flat and benign outcrops at the Viking 1 site). IIowcver, in this paper where wc
arc primarily concerned with estimating potential landing ha~.ards for future Mars Iandcrs, ii. is
more valuable to deal with the cumulative number of rocks pcr square meter versus rock
diameter and the cumulative fractional area covered by rocks versus diameter, integrating from
the largest to smallest rock sizes. in this form, the number of rocks (or fractional area of rocks)
greater than any diameter provide the critical information nccclcd for landing hazard analysis md
has been a common representation in the scientific literature [Moore et al., 1979; Malin, 1988,
1989].
Figures 2 and 3 show that Moore’s equation 1 dots a reasonably good job of fitting the
number versus diameter relationship for rock diameters greater than about 0.2 m at the Viking 2
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si IC, but the power law ovcrcstimatcs the number of rocks at smaller diameters. Even though the
power law appears to fit the data for diameters greater than 0.2 m, closer inspection of the data
for the larger rock siz.cs (diameters greater than 0.4 m at Viking 1 and greater than 0.6 m at
Viking 2) reveals that the slope of these data points is much steeper than the power law function,
so that extrapolating the power law function to larger sizes will overestimate the number of larg,c
rocks.
In I;igure 4, the cumulative fractional area covcrcd by rocks of a given size or larger is
p]otied against diameter along with the power-law function suggested by Moore (equation 2) for
the Viking 2 site. The data for either landing site clearly do not follow a straight line and the
misfit with the power-law of equation 2 is severe at large and small rock diameters, Over the
range of rock diameters from 0.2 to 0.4 m, the power law function provides a reasonable fit to [lIC
data. 1 lowcvcr, the power law significantly overestimates the cumulative area covered by rocks
larger than 0.4 m diameter, which is of primary importance in determining the probability of a
hazardous landing, and overestimates the cumulative area of rocks smaller than about 0.2 m.
The shapes of the cumulative area curves described by the data appear real and cannot be
made into a straight line; there are not enough small rocks and the area covered by them is too
little to make up for the deficiency at small reek diameter, and there are too few large diameter
rocks at the two Viking sites. P.vcn adding smaller rocks (less than about 0.2 m diameter)
potentially covering up to an additional 4% of the surface [Moore and Keller, 1991] or rocks
potentially shadowed by large rocks beyond a few meters from the lander cannot steepen the
curve enough to match a straight 1 inc. The disparity at small diameters is not important so long as
the power law equation is not applied to small diameter rocks. } lowcvcr, the disparity at large
diameters is very important because the rock areas associated with the large diameters predicted
by the power law equation lead to significant areas covered by larger rock sizes. For example, the
data for the Viking 2 site suggest less than 1 % of the surface is covered by rocks of 1 m diameter
or greater, whereas the power law function suggests almost an order of magnitude greater surface
area covered by such large (and potentially hazardous) boulders.
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I ixponcntiai Size-FrcqtNncv Distribution>
The size-frequency data for rocks at the two Viking sites on log-log plots better dcscribc
a curve rat}~cr than a straight line defined by a power law [e.g., Malin, 1988, 1989]. These curves
can be fit empirically with simple exponential func[ions, which appear to better describe rock
populations in theory and practice (SCC later discussion),
N(D) = I. CXP
~(]]) =

k

{-S ]>)

(3)

CXP [ -q D}

(4)

as shown in Figures 3 and 4. In these equations, 1. represents the total number of rocks of all
sizes per square meter, k represents the fraction of surface area covered by rocks of all sizes
(total rock coverage), and s and q arc exponents. Least squwc curve fits arc excellent, with
correlation coefficients of 0.96-0.99 for the Viking data, with values of 1. and s, or k and q given
in Figures 3 and 4. These curves have properties which parallel the data: 1 ) F(D) approaches a
constant (k) as D approaches O; 2) the slope of F(D) increases continually downward as D
increases; and 3) at large D, F(D) drops off sharply with increasing D.
Comparison of the cxponcntia] curves and the actual data shows that the fit curves
actually drop-off more slowly at large sizes than the actual data, and thus predict slightly more
area covered by large rocks than is evidenced by the data (Figure 4). This demonstrates that the
flexibility of the exponential function is limited. There are only two parameters; the prccxponential measures the total rock coverage by rocks of all sizes, while the exponent determines
the rate of drop-off at large diameters. Note that the fits to the curves indicate that as D
approaches O, FI (D) approaches 0.069 and F2(D) approaches 0.176, which provide estimates of
the total rock coverage by rocks of all sizes. Comparison of the exponential fit curves to the clata
in non-cumulative histogram form show a reasonable fit to the actual number of rocks per
diameter bin (Figures 1 and 2). A comparison with the power-law function for Viking 2 (Fi&urc
2), actually shows a slightly better fit than the exponential curves to the data in this form for
diameters larger than 0.2 m. Nevertheless, at diameters smaller than 0.2 m, the power-law
function significantly over-predicts the number of small rocks present (even if the function is cut
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off at 0.1 m diameter as suggcs[cd by Moore). Given that tllc utility of a simple mathematical
representation must apply to the data equally

WC ]]

in histogram and culr]ulative number and

fractional area form, the exponential functions more closely represent the rock sire-frequency
data at the two Viking sites than do power-law functions.
and AIctiIwtkws
Relationships Bc[wecn C&nulative Number——-—‘1’here is a certain mathematical inconsistency in fitting separate exponential curves to
both N(D) and F(L)) for any site. For any given mathematical form for the N(l)) curve, there is a
corresponding theoretical F(D) curve, and vice versa. If the dN/dD curve is exponential, it
follows that
dN(D) =

-].S C-SD

(5)

dD

N(D) =1, c-sr)

(6)

dryr~) = -(7c/4) 1.s 1]2 C-SD dD

(7)
2

F(D) = (7c/4) L e-sI) {D2 + 21Ns + 2/s }

(8)

If exponential curves arc fit to the Viking N(D) data as in equation 6, equation 8 can be used to
prcdicl the corresponding F(D) curve. Using the. lesults given in equation 8, wc predict F(D)
curves as shown in equations 9 and 10.
F1(D) = (3.82) e-l~”ggD {D2 + 0.182D -t 0.0166}

(9)

F2(D) = (3.79) e-GggD {D2 + 0.28611 + 0.0411}

(lo)

These curves fit the overall shape of the Viking cumulative area versus diamctcl- data reasonably
we] 1 as shown in Figure 4, although they slight 1 y overcst imatc the cumulative area of rocks with
diameters lCSS than about 0.5 m.
Viking 1 l;ar Iii.cJd
The areas over which accurate stereoscopic measurements could bc made of the rock
siz,cs near the sample fields of the robotic arms arc very smal 1, result il~g in very small samples of
rocks at large diameters [Moore and Keller, 1990, 1991]. At Viking 2, the surrounding terrain
has fairly low relief, so that it is extremely difficult to extract additional data from the far field. In
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addition, large rocks arc present within the near field (up to 1 m diameter) and the near and far
rock fields appear homogeneous (Figure 5). By contrast, the area surrounding Viking lander 1
slopes toward the lander, making it possible to examine the Pm field in some detail. In addition,
rocks larger than 0.5 m diameter arc not present in the near field and the near and far rock fields
ap;>car quite hctcrogcncous (compare the rocky area to the south of the lander in l;igure 6 with
the drift-covcrcd area to the northeast in Figure 7), with many Iargc rocks present in the far fic]d
(note “Big Joe”, a 1.5 m diameter rock is only ]0 m from lander 1, I;igurc 7). As a result, an
attempt was made to estimate the sizes of rocks in the Par field of the Viking lander 1 site to
better characterize the number of large diameter rocks.
Estimates of the distances to several rocks in the far field have already been made
[LJ.S.G.S., 1982; l.icbcs, 1982; Moore et al., 1987], particularly those rocks pcrchcd on the rims
of nearby craters [Morris and Jones, 1980], as WC]] as some notable nearby rocks such as those
named “Big Joe” and “Whale”. In addition, the distances of rocks in the near field arc known and
could bc identified in the photographs. Using these far and near field distance estimates, rough
radial contours of distance were drawn on the lander image mosaics and a visual search was
made for all large rocks in the extended field. “1’hc distance estimate was used to determine the
largest dimensions of rocks from their measured apparent angular widths. The apparent
maximum angular width is the total width of the rocks in silhcwette, and usually included more
than onc face of a rock. The actual dimensions of a rock ctcpcnd on the angle at which the rock is
oriented rc]ativc to the cameras. For example, for rocks oriented at 45° the apparent width wili
include 0.707 times the sum of the lengths of two sides, and for rocks oriented at 60° it is 0.866
times the Icngth of onc side plus 0.5 tirncs the length of the other side. Ilccausc separate length
and width could not bc distinguished for far field rocks, rock “diameter” was taken as roughly
0.75 of the apparent maximum width. A total of 84 apparently large rocks were measured. Only
the 17 largest rocks, with diameters greater than 0.8 m, were retained, as the survey is
undoubted 1 y incomplete for smaller rocks. ‘1’hc effect ivc area covered is roughly 20,000 n~2
(Figure 8).
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‘1’hc location of large rocks in the far field of the Viking 1 site is shown in l;igurc 8. It can
be seen that many of the largest rocks arc concentrated near the rim of crater C, implying that the
largest rocks in the Pm field arc cjccta. Figures 3 and 4 show the cumulative number and area
versus diameter data for both the Viking 1 near an(i far fields. Data were plotted for a 2000 In2
rcctang]c surrounding the large rocks at the rim of crater C and the sum of the near ficl(i plus the
rcmaini[~g far field rocks in the 18,000 mz beyond the rim of crater C. ‘1’o first order, given the
inilcrcnt uncertainties in estimating the siy.cs of rocks in the Pm field (estimated error in angular
wi(ith i:5910, estimated error in (iistancc f25~o, cstirnateci error in diameter HO!IO), the similarity
between the estimated frequency and area of all large rocks is rather similar to that predicted by
the exponential fit to the near field data at these larger diameters. The far field area data without
the 2000 n12 crater rim is even more similar to that predicted by the exponential fit to the near
field data. Note that if rocks smaller than about 0.2 m diameter were ad(icd to the near field data
(covering up to 4% area as estimated by Moore and Keller [ 1990]), a worse fit to the larger
diameter rocks would result, which is the primary focus of this work. in any case, the
distributions arc far below those predicted by the power-law functions (equations 1 and 2) at
these large sizes. The 2000 n12 area around the crater rim appears to have a greater frequency and
area of large rocks, but nothing is known about the frequency of smaller rocks in this restricted
area, so it cannot be used to test the complete size-frequency rock distribution. At these large
sizes alone, however, the rock distributions appear simiiar to those measured near large impact
craters on the Moon (Moore et al., 1969; Ilutlon, 1969; Cintala and Mc13ridc, 1995).

I;ARTl~ ANAI ,OG ROCK SIZE-FREQUENCY DIS”l’RIBU’I’10NS
in this section, the distributions of rock sizes found on Mars arc compared with
distributions of rock sizes for a variety of rocky sites on the liar(h, inclu(iing: the liphrata l~an, in
ti~c Channeled Scabland of Wasi~ington; Mars 1 Iii] in IIcath Valley; ami volcanic (Goldstonc)
and ailuvial fan (Avawaty) surfiaces in the h40javc Desert (data arc summarized in Table 1).
These surfaces arc very rocky by nominai liarth standards, At each site a homogeneous area,
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typically 10 to 15 m on a side, was surveyed (s[akccl) and all rocks in the area were mcasurccl
systcnlatically (each measured rock was marked with chalk). Iwo or three sub-areas within each
site were typically measured separately (o look for inhomogcncitics in the rock distributions;
unusually large rocks relative to the areas mcasurccl were avoiclcd for this reason (see GIJII 1,
Ml] Nli/NI;/SE and NW/Sli/SW where onc or two Iargc rocks slightly skew the ctis[ributions).
At most sites, the length, width and height of each rock were lncasurcxl down to a minimum
dimension (typically -1 cm). In general, there is a dccrcasc in number of rocks at the smallest
one or two diameters in the measured data, which may rcprcscnt a selection deficit and is of no
conscqucncc, given that the cumulative siz,c frequency data have rcachcd a plateau before this
diameter is reached,
One area cxtcnsivcly surveyed is the Ephrata Iian in eastern Washington, which is a large,
40 km long depositional Pm where channclizcd (Grand Coulcc) flood waters catastrophically
rclcascd from Glacial I.akc Missoula, dcbouchcd into the Quincy Basin at Soap 1,akc in I.hc
Channeled Scabland [Baker, 1973; Baker and Nummcndal, 19’78]. This channel-fan arrangement
is analogous to Arcs Vallis and the Mars Pathfilidcr landing site, where the incised c}~anncl
dcbouchcs onto Chrysc Planitia about 100 km south of the landing site [e.g., Golombck ct al.,
this issue]. Rock frequency counts reported in this paper arc from the proximal coarse rocky
surfaces of the 13phrata Uan, restricted to areas within about 10 km of Soap Lake (I~igurc 9); areas
farther down the fan arc predominantly sand and gravel. Four sites (sites EF 1-3 and 5) arc from
arn~orcd lag deposits in Rocky Ford Creek, in which rocks deposited in the fan arc significantly
concentrated by the removal of fines duc to late stage drainage of the Quincy Basin [Baker,
1972]. The other three sites arc ICSS rocky surfaces on top of the fan and appear to have had more
glacial IOCSS deposited on thcm (silt mounds common).
A number of sites in eastern California were studied, particularly four areas of Mars hill
in l>catb Valley (I;igurc 10). Mars IIill is an abandoned alluvial fan on the caster-n side of IIcath
Valley that has had much of the surface fines washed away, leaving an armor-cd rocky surface.
Mars IIill (Figure 10) has long been rcfcrrcd to and used as a possible I~arth analog since the
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earliest Viking lander work [e.g., Mutch et al., ] 977], even though virlual] y no data have been
coltcctcd to support this asser[ion. Two areas were measured in the field (Ml] NE/Nl~/SIi and
NW/SWSW) with the lc]lgth, width and hcigh[ of all rocks >7 cm diameter cataloged.
Approximatc]y 1000 rocks (down to abou( 5 cm diameter) were measured on vertical air photos
of roughly 1:100 scale at two other areas (M}] Ntl/SIi/SW and SIYNE/NI;).
Rocky surfaces at two other areas in the eastern Mojavc Desert were also measured.
Avawatz is from the apex of an active alluvial fan on the eastern side of the Avawatz Mountains,
a currently uplifting range in the Mojavc Desert. ‘1’hc Goldstone surfaces, in contrast, arc from
eroded volcanic surfaces in the JP1./NASA Goldstonc Deep Space Network tracking facility.
Sites GDB 1 (Figure 11) and GDB2 arc from the top of a Miocene basalt mesa in which blocks
have moved slightly with sediment and dust filling in bctwccn. $itc GDT3 is a Miocene tuff
brcccia that was likely deposited as a debris flow, with large (up to 2 m diarnctcr) rhyolitc blocks
(McConnell et al., 1994). The tuff has been prcfcrcntially eroded leaving the rhyolite blocks on
the surface with sand and dust filling in between [D. MacConncll, 1995, pcrs, comm,].
Figures 12 and 13 show the cumulative number and area of rocks versus diameter,
respectively, for a representative subset of the rocky surfaces described above, as well as the
Viking sites for reference. The total rock coverage varies from 2-60% for the Ephrata Fan, 7.525% for Mars Hill, and 10-60% for the eastern California sites. Even so, rock distributions for
the liarth sites have very similar shapes to the Viking sites (convex up), with a shallowing in the
cumulative number or area at small rock diameters and a sharp drop-off at large diameters. ‘1’hc
data from Mars Hill indicate that it is indeed a reasonable analog for the Viking sites, Rocks at
Mars 1 lill, however, have greater height/dian~ctcr ratios compared with rocks from the Viking
sites on Mars (0.6 versus 0.36 and 0.5, scc next section), so that Mars Ilill actually rcprcscnts a
more scvcrc testing environment for rovers than appears to be likely for similarly rocky areas on
Mars. Data from all the Earth sites can bc fit very
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(correlation coefficients >0.90) with

simple exponential functions (’I’able 1). The fits to all the sites combined at Mars Hill and the
Iiphrata Fan, indicate that the Ephrata Fan data tend to drop-off more S1 OWI y at large diameter
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than do Mars 1 Iill and the Viking sites. This is duc to the relative scarcity of smaller rocks at the
liphrata l~an si(es compared to the Viking and Mars 1 Iill sites, which pmcluces lower intercepts at
small diameters for the Ephrata Fan (e.g., llgures 12 and 13). As a result, the curves for the
1 iphrata l;an sites appear to bc shifted to the right (to larger diameter rocks), which can be
explained by the IOCSS covering most small rocks and partially covering large rocks of the
proximal Ephmta Fan sites; note that heightidiamctcr ratios support this interpretation, varying
from 0.2 for the least rocky site (EF 6) to 0.5 for the rockiest site (EF’ 3).
Malin [ 1989] plotted rock size-frequency distributions from 6 different rocky surfaces on
the I;ar[h, including Icelandic catastrophic outflow deposits, Antarctic dry valley wall talus, and
IIawaiian volcanic cjccta, All areas he counted show the same shaped distribution of cumulative
fractional area covered by rocks versus diameter as was found at the Viking landing sites and the
Earth sites described in this paper. Even though the geologic proccsscs responsible for the
formation of these surfaces appear to be different, the cun~ulative area versus diameter data on
log-log plots show the same shallow slopes at small diameter followed by stccpcr slopes at larger
cliamctcrs. The shape of the curves is real and not an artifact of the counting technique because
Malin included sieve analysis of smaller rocks down to 1 cm diameter to accurately capture all
siz,c rocks.

EARTH AND MARS ROCK SIZE-FREQUENCY DlSTRI131JTION RELATIONSIIIPS
The similarity in shape of rock size-frequency distributions at a variety of rocky surfaces
on the Iiarlh and the Viking sites on Mars ancl the excellent fits of these distributions by simple
c.xponcntia] functions can be explained by simple fracture and fragmentation theory. A wide
body of observational data has suggested that the sire-distribution of materials (typically at smali
siz,cs) expected from fracture and fragmentation would follow an exponential [e.g., Rosin and
Rammlcr, 1933; Gilvarry and Bergstrom, 1961]. l’his clistribution results from the fragment si~.cs
cxpcctcd from Griffith’s fracture criteria, in which failure occurs from propagation of ubiquitous
flaws ancl/or cracks in the material [e.g., Gilvarry, 1961]. “1’hc theory pm!icts that the likelihood

